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Introduction 
The three phases of the Egyptian parliamentary elections took 
place last November 9th till December 7th was a crucial point, 
not only because it was considered as evident to prove how real 
the official pledges are; especially those of the capability to 
conduct honest and fair elections. 

Furthermore, this election could evaluate the real political willing to 
push forward the democratic and political reform Egyptians aspiring 
for. 

Notably, the newly elected People Assembly will shoulder the 
accountability to push forward a number of constitutional and 
legislatives reforms included in the President Mubark's presidential 
election program, the election that held for the first time among a multi-
candidates. 

The reason why this election was the fiercest and the most important 
one is that the outrageous methods used by the authorities for decades 
in forging voters' willing and manipulating their votes is no longer used 
due to the new political climate.  

In this context, we can deduct that the latest parliamentary elections 
distinguished from any other former elections as the following: 

Firstly :The elections conducted in a climate of political momentum 
and public uprising appeared clearly in the rising of the political 
protesting movements which could form organized public 
protests challenging the restrictive laws on the freedom of 
meeting, gathering, rallying and peacefully demonstrated. 

These movements requested for reform and changes such as: 

" Kefayah" or "Enough" movement, "Public Campaign for Change", 
"National Gathering for Reform" and " National Gathering for 
Democratic Transformation". 

Meanwhile, the judges pressured to issue a new legislation for boosting 
the independency of judiciary authority, as will as, the similar demands 
of the aviation monitoring officers and other workers in various jobs.  

Few weeks before the election "The National Front for change" was 
formed with 11members from opposition parties and members from the 
newly formed movements. 
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They decided to coordinate during the election and agreed to have a 
lone joint list of nominees. The Front includes: 

Alwafd, Al-Tagamou, The Arabi El-Naseri, Al-A'am (Frozen party), 
Al-Karamh( Under construction), Al-Waset ( under construction), The 
National Gathering for Democratic Transformation, The National 
Coalition of Reforming and Changing , The Public Campaign for 
Changing and Kefaiah movement.  

The Front agreed with the Muslim Brotherhood banned group on 
coordinating between the Brotherhood's elector list and the unified 
Front's list.  

Secondly: The Muslim Brotherhood runs for this election as 
independents who were introduced to the public as pro Muslim 
Brotherhood nominees and their bill boards hold the motto of 
the banned group: "Tow swards and the Qura'an in the middle." 

However, the group is illegal and banned; it nominated 150 while 
committing to co-ordinate with the other opposing parties in the" 
National Front for changing".  

Thirdly: It was unprecedented that elector process monitored officially 
by civil society organizations inside and the outside ballot 
stations and according to administrative judiciary rulings 
entitling these organizations to monitor independently and to 
monitor voting classification process, besides it was not 
prohibited to use video cameras to capture the balloting 
classification process. 

The National Council of Human Rights (NCHR) issued 5418 licenses 
to 52 of civil social organizations to monitor the election.  

Fourth: The intensity of Egyptian judges' protest movements and 
rising of their demands to modify the judiciary authority code to 
boost the independency and fortification of the judiciary system 
and to provide real guarantees entitling them comprehensive 
supervision. Judges refused as well elections' forgery which is 
allowed in the current regulation of judiciary. 

Judges announced in the Judges' club of forming a judiciary committee 
to monitor violations, receiving judges' complains -those who were in 
charge of balloting centers. Finally, the target of these measures was to 
issuing reports revealing the violation.  
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Notably, judges issued similar report on the presidential elections - 
September 2005- branding many of the violations.  

Fifth: Elections gained massive international attentions due to the 
national and international changes after post September 11, Iraq 
invasion and cracking Sadam Hussin. 

International community -especially US- believe that the lacking of 
democratic climate in the Arab world resulted in generating and 
growing of generations of extremists who eventually could threaten 
these super power countries even in their very home- countries.  

Thus, it becomes necessary for the Arab countries to eliminate this 
exceptional status leading to its current democratically stagnancy while 
other countries worldwide is moving forward.  

American Administration stressed repeatedly that it monitors and 
evaluate closely measures carried out by the Egyptian Authorities into 
the effect guarantying an honest and fair elections whether in 
presidential and parliamentary elections including enabling the 
nominees to reach the mass media freely.  

United States criticized repeatedly the harassing of the oppositional 
groups; like that of Ayman Nour-Head of El- Ghad Party and 
the physical attacks on the demonstrators protesting on the modify the 
article 76 of the constitution. 

Though, the Authority refused to comply with the continuous demands 
of the civil society organizations and political forces to allow an 
international supervision on the parliamentary elections. Yet what 
actually happened was totally different as the European Union declared 
that European parliamentary delegation visited Egypt to monitor the 
first stage of the election. The delegation even received reports from 
other European countries' embassies. American Embassy in Cairo did 
the same thing. 

Furthermore, foreign reporters whether in newspapers or satellites 
channels covered intensively and on the spot the election? 
Sixth:Though, elections ended up with no real modification of the 

freedom-restricting restraints or laws, yet practically, and due to 
the above mentioned facts of the rising of political motion and 
the increasing of the international and local pressures. The 
authorities became partially incapable of manipulating the 
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emergency law and other freedom-restricting laws on assembling 
and freedom of _expression.. 

Therefore, we can say that the elections implemented in a free 
atmosphere more than ever. Perhaps, this appears clearly in the 
tolerance of allowing the public appearance of the banned Muslim 
Brotherhood, relative tolerance with the illegal peaceful demonstration, 
and the tolerance with open journalistic articles allowing the journalists 
to cross the previously untouchable red lines. 
This study aims at evaluating the course and results of parliamentary 
elections through the eye- witnesses assigned by "United Group" to 
record their notices in 36 continuities all over Egypt, taking into 
consideration that they are the most important ones where there are 
competing nominees whether from the ruling National Democratic 
Party's nominees and the independents who were formally belonging to 
the NDP or business men as money played crucial role in this elections. 
Furthermore, this evaluation analyzed the various material published in 
newspapers on elections. In this context, the "United Group" sought the 
assistance of a team from "Andalous Center for Tolerance Studies" in 
documenting the information gathered from ten Egyptian newspapers: 
two of national newspaper (Al-Ahram- Rosa-Alyosuof), four oppossion 
newspapers (Al-Waf- Al-Ahally-Al-Araby-Al-Ghad) and three private 
newspapers (Al-Masry Al-Youm- Nahddat Maser- Al-Osbooa) besides 
"Arabic Afak" mouthpiece of Muslim Brotherhood Group. 
Moreover, the study took into consideration the stance of the 
administrative judiciary and the State Council towards the appeals 
whether on the soundness of nomination procedures or defining 
nominees' characteristics, or the soundness of elections lists.  
Besides, the righteous of elections process in various constituencies, 
and how far the bodies in charge of running election committed (abide 
by) those rulings, otherwise, the legality of the elected parliament and 
election could be contested against. 
The study benefited from written and oral contributions of the closed 
seminars organized by the united group in 3rd of April 2006 to discuss 
the study draft, directed by Dr.Aly-Al-Deen Helal the prominent 
Professor in Political Science and a member of National Democratic 
Party Political Bureau, and other 20 participants of law makers, social 
and political sciences specialists and a number of civil and political 
figures. 
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This study divided into four chapters: 
First chapter: The legal climate of parliamentary elections 

Second chapter: The ultimate evaluation of the course of 
elections  

Third chapter: The course of elections through eye-witnesses 
and news papers  

Fourth chapter: The parliamentary elections in the light of 
administrative judiciary rulings  

Conclusion and Recommendations  
Supplements:  These background papers submitted by the eye-

witnesses in ten of selected continuities.  

Hopefully, this study would manage to shade light on the most 
important social, economic, political, and legal problems still blocking 
the path of conducting honest elections in Egypt. 

Hopefully, this study would manage to provoke collective efforts to 
approve on a new elector system, encouraging political participation 
and opening the way for elections to be an entrance of expressing 
various social and political trends inside the Egyptian society. 
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First Chapter    
the Legal Climate of Parliamentary elections   

 

The Latest parliamentary elections procedures was not accompanied by 
substantial modifications of a number of Egyptian legislations to 
provide appropriate environment of conducting honest elections on 
equal bases among all nominees and retaining the lost trust in voting 
process among Egyptian voters. 

The elections conducted under the umbrella of the emergency that 
entitling the military ruler or his deputy to arrest 
suspects without directing charges or processing trail, imposing 
partially or total curfew and imposing supervision on communications, 
correspondences and printed material.  

Despite the above mentioned international and local pressures, the 
authority more tolerance with the dissents, freedom of _expression and 
press freedom express freedom, though, it insists on sticking to the 
legal arsenal of laws contradicting with freedom of _expression and the 
freedom of assembling. Even the pledge of abrogating imprisonment in 
publications offences has not been turned into reality even after two 
years of promising.  

The government and its party adjourned their decision concerning 
oppositional political parties and civil society organizations's demands 
on adopting a new electoral system relying on the unconditional 
relative lists providing larger space for political parties in their quest to 
gain more parliamentary seats, besides, encouraging parties to 
nominate women and Coptics. This could limit the influence of the 
bigotry, tribalism and money and could retain the brightness to political 
programs and multi-partial system. 

Additionally, the government prolonged demands on enhancing the 
independency of judiciary and judges authority and modifying judiciary 
authority law guaranteeing that the judiciary monitoring will not be 
dressing windows or just cosmetics 

Apart from that, the progress occurred in the legal environment 
regarding elections and political participation was partial, including, 
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some modifications in political parties' law and practicing political 
rights law. 

These modifications will be dealt with in the following section of the 
study as follows: 

Modifications of exercising political right  
The modifications of law of exercising political rights No. 173 for 2005 
did not satisfy the desired aspirations in order to guarantee honest, 
transparent and free elections which provide equal opportunity for 
nominees and free participation for the voters.  

Although modifications activate some guarantees that human rights 
organizations and various political powers are calling for: such as the 
voter must indulge his-her finger in an indelible ink that could not be 
removed except after 24 hours of his-her voting to limit voting 
repentance phenomena. 

Furthermore, the modifications imposed strict punishments on most of 
the elector crimes, especially those accompanied by violence or threat, 
also the article 50 of the original law has been eliminated hereby these 
modifications acted as an outlet for the criminals of the election as the 
case could be cancelled after six month starting from the date of 
declaring the results of the election or from the last date of starting the 
interrogation in the crime. 

However, the demands of political forces, civil society organizations 
and judges on modifications have been totally ignored, especially 
regarding guaranteeing complete judiciary supervision on elections to 
be subjected to independent judiciary council with members elected by 
the general assemblies of the courts.  

This should go hand in hand with a bill on judicial authority regulation 
law submitted by judges to cease infringements on the independency 
and immunity of judiciary and the interference of the executive 
authority.  

The government and parliament ignored the bill ad and formed instead 
–within the modifications of the law of practicing political rights-a new 
Supreme Committee of Election (SCE). The committee was criticized 
due to the nature of its forming, its authorities and specialties and the 
dominance of the executive authorities over its wok and decisions. 
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The law entitled the Minister of Justice to head the committee, notably 
he is a member in executive authority, in addition, he has vast 
authorities given to him by current judiciary law entitling him to 
supervise courts and judges, including the right to dismiss judges, claim 
disciplinary action against him, pensioning him off or appointing him 
to another post 

Moreover, the administrative body of judiciary supervision is affiliated 
to Ministry of Justice and is in charge of evaluating judges' competence 
and handles investigations on possible accusation directed to them.  

The SCE mixes judicial and un-judicial members to play a vital role in 
selecting ruling party members to dominate both People Assembly and 
Senate council. 

The SCE has three judges currently work as heads of Cassation Court 
and other three reserved ones chosen by the Supreme Judiciary 
Council.  

The SCE consists as well of six public figures that are not belonging to 
political party, People Assembly chooses four of them at least two of 
them must be former members in judiciary authority's members. 

Senate Council selects two of them, one at least must be former 
judiciary authority's member, and meanwhile both People Assembly 
and Senate Council select an equal number of the same two chosen 
groups as reserved ones. The SCE includes Interior Ministry 
representative.  

In addition, the law stipulates that the formation of the committee must 
be issued by a presidential decree and the president is the chief of both 
the excusive authority and the ruling national party. 

The legislator intended to lessen the role and authorities of the SCE, 
practically speaking it is no more than consultative authority that has 
validities more than suggestions, giving opinions or following up, 
where the repeated third article of the law stipulates the committee 
specializations as following:  

1- Putting the rules of preparing elections lists and the methods of 
revising, purifying and renew them.  

Thus the committee is not charged with supervising the 
preparation, revising and renew the tables.  
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2- Suggest rules to determine the constituencies, however, the 
Interior Ministry monopolies the actual determination of the 
constituencies.  

3- Placing the general rules regulating the elector campaigns, 
however, the law does not penalize the violators of such rules. 

4- Contributing in raising awareness and public culture of 
elections, without defining the nature of this contribution. 

5- Following up the commitment of electoral ethical codes, 
although the law itself does not imply on any hints what these 
codes are? Or which bodies are responsible for? Or what are the 
penalties in case of violations. This is in case if there are 
originally such codes. 

6- Freedom of _expression pertaining to electoral bills. 

7- 7-Perhaps, the only clearly defined task of this committee is 
announcing the final result of elections.  

In this context, the sole authority given to the SOE is to determine the 
date of the public elections. The rest of the process is given by law to 
the executive authorities: the President defines even the date by 
presidential decree, the interior minister has the same authorities and 
the minister of interior entitled to define the number of the general and 
sub committees, besides, writing down the electoral lists through 
administrative committees affiliated to the Ministry of Interior. 

Thus, the executive authorities dominate completely the procedures of 
preparing the electoral lists casting doubts on the fairness and 
soundness of the electoral process.  

Tِhe SCE is not even in charge of receiving the requests of the 
nomination as the People Assembly law no.38 year 1972 stipulates that 
the nominees must submit their written requests to the security bodies 
in governorates. And the period is defined by a ministerial decree from 
the minister of interior.  

As for examining the applications of the nominees are the 
responsibility of a committee formed by the Minister of justices in his 
capacity as the representative of the executive authority not as the head 
of the SCE. 

The SCE is not entitled to examine appeals and complaints as article 3 
of the law stipulates that the minister of interior is the one in charge of 
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forming one or more than one committee to discuss either appeals or 
complaints. The same article confirmed that the minister of justice is 
the one in charge of summoning the SCE. The article does not 
underline the necessity of periodical meeting, besides, the decrees can 
be released by only eight votes. 

Therefore, the decrees will be biased reflecting only the votes of the 
head of the committee, the representative of the minister of interior and 
the prominent figures whose have particular political trends. 

Though, the law stipulates in the third article that the governmental 
bodies should coordinate with SCE in practicing its specialties and 
implementing its decrees. Yet, the law does not include even a hint on 
the penalties in case if the governmental bodies are declined to co-
operate. 

Moreover, the law does not handle its own problems and deficiencies. 

In this context. Some notes can be mentioned: 

1- The law does not sit any rules permitting the Egyptians living 
broad to vote.  

2- The law with its amendments discriminated against women 
regarding registration in the electoral lists. 

Though, article the fourth article stipulates that the right to 
regist is guaranteed to all men and women, yet the article 6 of 
the minister of interior stipulates male voters listed 
automatically, whereas, women have to submit requests to be 
included in the voting lists.  

3- 3-The same primitive old method of preparing, revising, 
governmentally dominated and renewing the voters lists 
remains regardless the various demands of extending the 
judiciary monitoring to include the registration of voting lists, 
together with connecting this process to the identity cards, 
therefore, avoiding appeals and contests on the lists.  

4- Sitting unjustified dates for the process of registering. Article 
No.5 defined very short period for registration from first of 
November till the end of January. 

Article 11 stipulates amendments in the information of voters 
should not be added except after during year, unless the 
amendment is related to a change in a location or correcting 
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date and according to decrees or rulings of appeals on voters 
'lists or according to verdicts resulting in depriving registered 
voters from practicing their political rights. 

5- Raising the fine from 10 to 100 LE for those who refrain from 
voting. Though this amendment can be considered as many as a 
tool to urge citizens to participate in election, yet it violates 
individual and public rights. In many case abstaining from 
voting reflects political or protesting stance that can be 
classified under the freedom of _expression.  

Raising the culture of participation and voting awareness can be 
achieved through governmental plans and policies to increase 
gradually the trust of the voters in soundness and fairness of the 
electoral process, hence, opening new horizons of hope to 
change through ballot boxes. 

Legal regulations of the electoral campaigns 
According to the law No.38 for 1972 on People Assembly, 
amended by another law No. 175 for 2005. Article No.11 
includes a number of regulations on regulating the electoral 
campaigns for nominees. The Article stipulates that nominees 
should abide by the principles of constitution and law. 

The article included the following: 
 Respecting the privacy of the nominees  

 Respecting sectarian unity and refraining from exploiting 
religious slogans in a way that could abuse sectarian unity.  

 Banning the use of buildings and transportation means 
of governmental, public sector , companies affiliated to General 
Business Sector or any company that is partially financed by the 
state.  

 Banning spending public money or that of public sector, 
companies affiliated to General Business Sector or any 
company that is partially financed by the state in elector 
campaigning. 

 Banning the use of worshipping premises, schools , universities 
and other educational institutions in electoral campaigning.  
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 Banning receiving foreign fund to be spent on electoral 
campaigning or bribing voters not to vote or vote for particular 
nominees. 

Additionally, there are other rules released by SCE defining means and 
tools regulating the electoral campaigning. 

Governorates are entitled by law to remove the violated bill boards, 
stickers or other means of campaigning on the expenses of the 
violators. 

The regulating rules of electoral campaigns of the SCE are similar to 
those of the law, adding that there should be ceil for funding electoral 
campaign, raising to 70 thousands with additional 3o thousands in case 
of by-election.  

The above mentioned regulations is full of loopholes and the 
formulation of which permitting various interpretations and 
explanations. Supposedly, the scale of respecting privacy should be 
defined (to what extend it should be respected) especially when it 
relates to politicians whose attitudes and behaviors could affect directly 
the public. 

In any case the legislator apparently intends to keep the door widely 
opened to possible violations. No penalties imposed if violations of 
exceeding fund for electoral campaigning are committed. Besides, 
nominees are not obliged to have bank account to be censored by 
Central Accounting Body to watch out the funding. 

The decree No.3 for 2005 on regulating the campaigning process does 
not include any mechanism into the effect of how the SCE would apply 
those rules. 

Amendments of political parties' law 

Law No.177 for 2005 

The governmental amendments of the law of political party's No. 40 for 
1977 were cosmetics and are not up to a appropriate partial plurality 
that can be considered as pillar for political regime which can be 
achieved through abolishing all the possible restraints on establishing 
parties as long as these parties can work peacefully and publicly 
committing to factors of the democratic society and refrain from 
violence and military forms. 
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The amendments of the law 177 for 2005 were disappointing as it 
retains the similar restrictive principle existing 30 years ago. 

The amendments retains the condition of obtaining license in order to 
set up party and the committee for political parties affairs is 
governmentally dominated and controlled by ruling party. 

Therefore, the committee has the upper hand and word on determining 
the fate of any party. The committee is entitled to issue licenses for new 
parties or frozen old ones or suspend their newspapers or just dissolve 
them if necessary. 

Excluding the minister of justices from the SCE to theoretically reduce 
the influence of the ruling party in the SCE still add nothing to its 
authorities. 

The amendment retains the membership. of the minister of interior, 
head of the Shura council and minister of people assembly affairs who 
at the same time is general secretary of the NDP. 

Even though the committee includes three of non- political party 
members who were former judiciary authorities heads or their deputies 
and three other three prominent figures still the situation remains as it 
is. 

The whole dilemma is in the way of selecting the members whose 
chosen through a presidential decree and the president is the head of the 
NDP. 

The amendments retain the authorities of the SCE to examine the 
requests of establishing parties in 90 days by publishing the names of 
the founders in two widely-circulated newspapers. 

In the past not responding in 90 days was considered as a rejection, 
however, now not responding means that there is no objection. 

Amendments retains that more than one censoring body is in charge of 
examining the requests of establishing parties. 

SCE entitled to demand any documents or data from official or public 
bodies or assigning the concerned bodies to conduct investigation or 
studies on the submitted requests. 

Amendments retains that the body in charge of appeals is primary circle 
of Supreme Administrative Court headed by the State Council 
president. The law intended that the formation exceptionally include a 
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number of prominent figures which is infringement on the neutrality 
and independence of judiciary, not to mention, that the chosen 
prominent figures could have political or partial tendencies making 
their neutrality questioned matter. 

The courts decrees could not be contested or appealed before higher 
court thus the appealers deprived of having second opportunity. The 
court entitled not only to reject giving licenses to new parties, but also 
it could dissolve, confiscate, and defining the bodies to be in charge of 
the parties' fund. 

The court examines SCE's appeals on suspending parties' activities, 
newspapers and decrees under the pretext of "National Interests 
Priorities" which is an elastic _expression could be widely interpreted. 

Perhaps, the amendments have some positive aspects lessen some of 
the verbal values related to the principles of July and 15 May's 
revolutions or not contradicting to Islam or retaining the socialist and 
democratic socialist gains……….!or annulling the rule that 50% of the 
list of the newly formed party should be workers and peasants. 

However, the amendments retain a number of verbal restraints to oblige 
the parties to abide by the sectarian unity and social stability in their 
programs, policies and practical methods. 

Though, the amendments annulled the condition regarding that the 
methods, targets and programs of the new parties should be 
distinguished from that of the existing ones. 

Practically speaking the annulling of the above mentioned condition is 
futile as a new condition sit instead into the effect that the new parties 
should add new targets and methods to the political life. 

Notably, the new condition is merely similar formulations of the 
pervious one even stricter. Besides, the evaluation of the novelty of the 
methods and targets is relative before practicing their (the parties) 
activities and then the public has the final word. 

Furthermore, some of the amendments are step backward as the 
procedural conditions of establishing new parties became stricter as the 
deputy of the founders has to submit 1000 signatured approval from the 
founders which were only 50. 

The amendments imposed more restraints on the partial press as it 
permits every party to issue only two newspapers. If the party decided 
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to issue more newspapers it has to go through the press law No.96 for 
1996 which is complicated. 

Though, the certified amendments of the law 177 for 2005 -added to 
the repeated ninth article- stipulating theoretically that the parties 
entitled to campaign through state-controlled mass media, yet 
practically this could not be implemented- hence the government 
impose legal restraints over public freedoms. The governments oppress 
the freedom of assembling, sit in, strike, organizing peaceful meetings, 
press freedom and freedom of _expression, the government and the 
NDP as well monopoly the national mass media. 
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The Second Chapter 
 

Final Evaluation for the courses of Electoral Process 
 

We can say that the last election has some limited positive aspects if 
compared with the previous one. A number of guarantees carried out as 
to the transparent ballot boxes and inedible ink to ensure fair and 
honest election. 

Furthermore, civil society organizations permitted to monitor in side 
and outside ballot stations, besides the judges played essential role in 
controlling balloting process inside the ballot stations and they as well 
ceased the attempts of violations as far as their authorities are 
concerned. 

However, if compared to other countries where fair and transparent 
elections took place, Egypt is left behind. There are vast gab between 
Egypt and those countries. 

The results of the election were surprising as to the NDP gross loss as 
66% of the members of the NDP included in official list failed. 

Thus, officials of the NPD were keen on convincing the previously 
excluded members to their lists- who succeed in the election after 
running as independents. Otherwise, the NDP could not have 73% of 
the PA seats instead of 32% ones. 

Though, election was not up to the international standards as to 
fairness, yet banned Muslim Brotherhood group (MB) overwhelmingly 
succeeded as MB's members have 88 seats representing 20% of the PA 
seats. In 2000 MB won only 17 seats in PA. 

Results revealed as well that 55% of the MB's nominees who were 
about 160 had run election successfully. Most likely MB might have 
won more seats, albeit unfair counting procedures and contradiction of 
the announced results from judges and officials. 

Notably, the security apparatuses used excessive violence in the second 
and third including the detention of 1500 of MB's advocates and 
deputies of the nominees, and the security siege was massive especially 
in the third phase to prevent voters from voting particularly in the 
constituencies where the influence of MB and some oppossional 
prominent figures are strong. 
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Indirect Interferences 
 

At the beginning it seems that the government is handcuffed incapable 
of using its deep rooted methods of interfering.  

It looks like the government pressured to accept the international and 
local demands on reform to convey a deceiving message to the 
international community that the election would be fair. 

The government succeeded at the beginning in giving positive signs on 
course of election as to the use of transparent ballot boxes, inedible ink 
and allowing officially the civil society organizations to monitor the 
election inside and outside ballot stations. 

The first phase witnessed less interference on judges and voters. 
Security apparatuses remained neutral even towards disputes among the 
advocates of nominees or the publicly vote-buying phenomena.  

The government resorts rather to less blatantly methods including 
manipulating with voters' lists through illegal collective registering of 
thousand of voters in particular constituencies regardless the 
administrative rulings ordering the exclusion of those names leading to 
confusion among voters, nominees and even judges as there were some 
official lists that repeated or with different data in the same 
constituency. 

It was proven that various official lists handled over to the NDP's 
nominees, their dissents and judges.  

Judges complained that lists were even totally changed in the by-
election in the same constituency. 

The government as well supported the NDP nominees with all the 
possible means: bribes, pledges, inaugurating some governmental 
projects by NDP nominees and exploiting public or governmental 
transportation in moving employees to particular constituencies to vote 
for NDP's nominees. 

State-controlled mass media (T.V, radio and newspapers) were biased 
in campaigning for NDP's nominees; libeling their counterparts and 
distorting the image of the MB attempting to frighten public if MB 
won. Moreover, the government betted that the money effect would be 
in favor of NDP whose wealthy nominees would succeed in attracting 
voters.  
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Direct interferences 
Results of the first round of elections revealed voters adopted voting 
forms that tend to punish the ruling party, voting based on religious 
motives or voting to who pays more. These results also showed that 
MB were organizationally, financially and publicly   ا  ;advanced  تعبوي
they could compete with NDP in attracting voters not only through 
religious slogans but also through presenting different typed of 
electoral bribes, and using the political vacuum related to the weak 
performance of political parties including the ruling party which is 
responsible for defections of political life due to adopting policies that 
restrict political parties abilities and political mobility in general  for 
over 3 decades. 

 In the shade of these results, the government and the ruling party had 
to work through different mechanisms through the upcoming rounds to 
preserve their hegemony and ensure a relieving majority in parliament. 
The formal NDP nominees came in the second and some times third 
places following dissidents of NDP or MB nominees.  

In this context governmental interferences in the second and third 
rounds of elections were enhanced. Police forces eye witnessed mutual 
acts of violence among supporters of different candidates, at the same 
time Police forces surrounded many of the polling centers and the roads 
leading to them turning them to military barracks in order to prevent 
voters from participating in the voting process especially in 
constituencies that MB or other opposition nominees might have voting 
blocks supporting them. All this increased the level of violence among 
all parties that security forces used tears using bombs and rubber 
bullets. In the third round of elections many polling centers were 
partially or fully closed, people were informally banned from leaving 
their houses and tens of villages were surrounded by police forces 
which also occupied the roofs of many buildings and gun fired to 
terrify voters and force them to stay at home. Security and public 
violent acts during the second and third rounds led bloody clashes that 
resulted in the killing of 13 citizens and the injury of tens, these acts 
also deprived voters in many constituencies from their right to vote that 
polling boxes were totally empty or contained very few voting cards 
when they arrived to the counting committees.  
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The Limited Role of the Higher Committee of Elections 
The forgoing elections proved that the amendments made to political 
rights law were insufficient; the role of Higher Committee of Elections 
seems unclear as it watched the violations that elections witnessed 
without making any reaction, it was unable to protect voters or even 
judges who bravely tolerated so many pressures in the form of threats 
and assaults in many constituencies.  

It was clear that there were no declared rules or criteria for distributing 
heads of general and subcommittees in different constituencies or of 
counting committees. This fact raised the doubts of some candidates 
and opposition and independent newspapers that heads of committees 
were chosen according to the nature and affiliation of candidates, 
reports noted that certain names were frequently chosen to supervise 
the work of counting committees in constituencies that were accused of 
forgery. It is worth noting that the Higher Committee of Elections has 
no role in distributing judges to committees, as this was assigned to the 
Minster of Justices upon consultations with the ministry of interior.  

The legal framework seems unable to combat the misuse of religious 
slogans through elections especially by MB, in a way that led other 
candidates (from the ruling party of opposition parties) to do the same 
thing thorough using Qora'an verses and parts of profit Muhammad's 
speeches, it was strange that a Coptic candidate in Damnhour 
constituency found himself obliged to use Qora'an verses in his 
campaigning. This legal framework was also unable to combat using 
state and public media, establishments and facilities in supporting NDP 
nominees, or using mosques by MB nominees.   

Violating the principle of equal opportunities 
Elections witnessed many practices that reflect violating the principle 
of equal opportunities among candidates, among such practices:  

• NDP candidates kept camel and crescent symbols in all 
constituencies, in spite of the fact that the law assigns symbols 
according to the order of receiving candidacy papers to security 
department in different governates; it is not possible that NDP 
444 nominees were the first to submit their candidacy papers in 
all constituencies. 

• NDP nominees in different constituencies received copies of the 
most accurate electoral registers long time before elections, 
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while most of other candidates could not get these registers 
unless one day or two prior to election, in most cases thery were 
not similar to these NDP nominees got.  

• Voter registers were manipulated in favor of certain nominees, 
through collective registration of voters which violates law and 
decisions of State Council.      

•  Inequality among nominees in electoral campaigns due to many 
reasons such as: the money effects on campaigning which costs 
millions of pounds; thus the most competitive became those 
who have huge amounts of money. The role ministers and 
governors and local administration agencies played in 
supporting nominees of the ruling party through bribes and 
promises. In addition to the biased performance of the state 
funded media outlets in favor of the ruling party. 

• Violating the principle of equal opportunities was also very 
clear in ignoring the usage of religious slogans though electoral 
campaigning. Of course this was mainly in favor of MB 
nominees in many constituencies, especially that these slogans 
implied that such candidates are the only ones who know the 
true meaning of Islam. In this regard it is important that MB is a 
legally banned group, thus it was not possible to monitor its 
financial arrangements and spending through campaigning, 
unlike opposition parties which financial arrangements and 
spending were censored according to law. This means that the 
group had more freedom than other parties had. 

• Nominees did not enjoy equal opportunities to get the votes of 
their supporters in many constituencies, as voters could not 
reach ballot centers because of violence professionals or 
security siege around consistencies where MB and other 
opposition   nominees have supporters. This was very clear 
trough the second round especially in Dakalya and Farascour in 
Demmitta, Sharkia, Baltiem, Alhamoul in Kafr Alshiekh. It was 
obvious that constituencies which had large numbers of NDP 
supporters did not   witness any security sieges and voters easily 
voted. 

In addition, elections were described as lacking transparency in 
vote counting, this was very sure after the results were changed 
in some constituencies, in some constituencies representatives 
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of nominees and civil society organizations (some times 
nominees themselves) were expelled from counting centers, at 
the same times some persons existed  at these centers although 
they were not entitled to. It is also worth noting that the 
authorities refused requests of some nominees to declare the 
result of each box separately.  

The Rise of Muslim Brothers: The Other Side of Restricting 
Politics and Troubled Parties:  

The past parliamentary electing proved an overwhelming rise of 
MB group; it also proved that the group enjoys political and 
social legitimacy although legally banned. But at the same time 
these elections proved the decreasing political and social 
legitimacy of all the legal political parties including the ruling 
party. 

It is possible to say that this election was the official declaration 
of the death of opposition parties which could not gain more 
than 12 seats,6 of which were gained by Alwafd party,2 by 
Altjamou, 2 by Alkaram (under construction), 1 by Alahrar and 
1 by Alghad party. This result came in spit the fact that these 
parties (but for Alghad) formed The National Gathering for 
Change, that is an electoral coalition which was described as a 
gathering for failures as a result of the stagnation of political life 
after 3 decades of the cretin artificial establishment of political 
parties, which also witnessed the continuation of freedom 
constricting laws which led to making these parties unable and 
unwilling to overcome the barriers that kept them a way from 
the society and from getting new members. Instead, members of 
these parties searched for new outlets for social mobility that 
exceed the stagnant partisan frameworks that lacked initiation 
and imagination.    

It is possible to say that the weakness of opposition parties helped MB 
group to win more votes in the past elections, but it is not possible the 
role of the government and the ruling party in explaining the victory 
MB achieved in this elections.  In this regard it is possible to refer to 
the following points: 

1. Putting lots of constraints on party life and political life in 
general. MB invested the resulting political vacuum to establish 
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public base of supporters through exerting continuous efforts in 
political, services and syndicate life. 

2. Weakness of NDP and lack of coherence, in a way that made its 
official nominees suffer hard competition not only from MB 
nominees but also from other NDP nominees who ran as 
independents because NDP excluded them from its lists, this 
resulted in a deviation of votes that MB nominees succeeded in 
using.  

3. The responsibility of the government and the ruling party for 
the bad economic conditions, the high unemployment rats and 
poverty. In addition to the absence of serious efforts to combat 
these conditions, all this led voters to vote against NDP as a 
means for punishing it. 

4. The government and the ruling party managed their electoral 
campaign against MB in away that depended on defacing their 
image in the eyes of the public, raising public fear from them in 
addition to extreme violent actions against them especially in 
the second and third rounds of elections. But these tactics 
resulted in unexpected public sympathy with MB. At the same 
time we should not ignore that the security siege police made 
around some constituencies made many voters reluctant to 
participate in elections despite many of them were supporters of 
candidates other than MB, whose supporters were very insistent 
to vote out of religious motivations based on Jihad and the wish 
to support Islam.  

5. Some analysts assure that the government and he ruling party 
enabled MB to make some progress within certain boundaries, 
betting that the rise of MB will lead national and international 
forces calling for reform to revise and redefine their requests of 
reform and democracy as long as MB are the only one that can 
benefit from them at the moment.    

6. It is important here to refer to the fact that Alghad party the 
strongest representative of liberal thought (although the most 
recent established) and the one with the highest competitiveness 
among all opposition parties, faced many strikes after its 
chairman Dr. Ayman Nour ran as a candidate in the presidential 
elections; as the party and its chairman suffered from 
defamation, Dr. Nour was charged before courts, efforts were 
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exerted to create segmentations from inside, all this led Alghad 
party to waste efforts in internal battles  that harmed its 
coherence and left it so weak with the start of electoral 
competitions.   

In addition to all these explanations for the success of MB in the 2005 
elections, it is important to assure that this success was the result of the 
increasing religiosity among Egyptians though the past 3 decades. The 
rise of the religious trends in the Egyptian society stared in the 
aftermath of 1967 defeat which many Egyptians perceived as a 
punishment from god for deserting religion. This explanation was 
presented by different Islamic groups and was encouraged and some 
times used by the ruling regime to decrease its responsibility for the 
defeat. 

After President Sadat managed to end power conflict after the death of 
President Nasser, the regime heavily used religion in political manner 
as a weapon against opponents of the president from Nasserists and 
their leftist supporters, in addition to other forces that oppose Sadat's 
social and political tendency to be an ally with the west and to 
economic open door policy and the trend to make an alliance with 
conservative regional states.  Political investment of religion was very 
clear in President Sadat adoption of "Science and Faith" as a slogan of 
his state, describing himself as the "Religious President". To help MB 
rearrange their existence, Sadat released the rest of their arrested 
members in 1971, and in 1974 he dropped charges against the 
convicted MB members, in what was perceived by analysts as a 
politival deal through which the regime will not oppose MB missionary 
work and in return MB will not oppose the ruling regime.   

This way, many parties were willing to invest the religiosity that 
invaded the Egyptian society in the aftermath of the defeat for political 
reasons that each party wanted to achieve; for example the American 
policy (during the cold war) aimed at using Islam as a puffer zone 
against the possibility of extending Soviet influence to the region, this 
was also the aim of most conservative Arab regimes such as Saudi 
Arabia a nd Gulf countries which wanted to protect themselves from 
revolutionary trends supported by the progressive regimes, in addition 
Saudi Arabia at that time was emerging as a regional power that was 
expected to occupy the place Egypt occupied in Nasserist era, 
especially that Saudi Arabia thought it deserves to be the leader of 
Islamic world due to the oil revenues and its religious status.  
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MB were the center of these alliances, as USA thought that they could 
be used as a weapon against leftist and nationalist leaderships allying 
with the Soviet Union, at the same time Saudi Arabia supported them to 
achieve the same purpose and to pave the ground for Riyadh to play a 
significant regional role due to the historical relations between both 
sides, as Saudi Arabia gave political asylum and some time nationality 
to many MB leaders and cadres who ran from the Nasserist regime, 
while president Sadat supported them for national, regional and 
international reasons.  

In this context, the religious wave shifted from a move that aimed at 
returning to faith and Islamic ethics as a means to combat corruption 
and ethical and social problems, into a move that uses religion to 
achieve political interests, thus boundaries between religious and 
political aspects were not very clear.  

Since the early 1970s, the formal media discourse in Egypt heavily 
used religion to combat political opponents of the regime; the national 
newspapers (which dominated journalism at that time) played an 
important role in this regard. In addition to TV and radio programs, 
politicians' speeches, opinions of commentators, and speeches of 
preachers in mosques who led a campaign that aimed at portraying 
political opponents (especially Nasserists, socialists and Nationalists) 
as religiousness infidel persons, thus religion not social interests 
became the criteria for choosing among political opinions.  

Sooner, groups of political Islam (a head of them was MB) played a 
very influential role through dozens of Islamic publishing houses and 
networks of preachers and political activists who existed in formal and 
private mosques and in other institutions. These groups benefited from 
their growing influence in student unions in universities and in trade 
unions, especially that they enjoyed governmental support because they 
played a real role in combating opponents of the regime. Thus Islamic 
groups used the facilities and capabilities of these trade unions and 
Syndicates to make propaganda for their thoughts through publications 
that were sold for symbolic prices. 

Alazahar was one of the most important institutions that President 
Sadat used to reinforce his position against his opponents. In return 
Alazahar used this to reinforce its position in the form of establishing a 
network of religious Azahar dominated primary and secondary 
institutes in small towns and villages, religious education became an 
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institution parallel to civil education. Alazahr gradually shifted form an 
educational institution specialized in religious sciences into a religious 
institution that tries to dominate political and public life through 
becoming the religious reference of the state that based on the belief 
that establishing an Islamic state is one of the basic principles of 
Islamic faith.   

With the expand of religious wave which became very popular, a 
market for using its requirements was established, thus shops were 
established to sell and buy such requirements such as video and cassette 
tapes, and Qoraan books they soon expanded to to firms to produce 
these products and then cross continental corporations were established 
to work in producing TV shows and marketing them all over the 
Islamic world.                                 

The religious wave was considered a source of pressure on all other 
parties in the political arena; every one (including state agencies, 
political parties, newspapers and TV) was in competition with religious 
groups trying to prove that they better representatives of Islam, and that 
they were more loyal to overall goal of establishing te Islamic state. It 
is very significant in this regard to refer to the fact that voices calling 
for confiscating some novels and movie films such as "The Immigrant" 
and "Advocate of the Devil" all started in independent newspapers such 
as "Alosbou", or  newspapers that represent liberal political parties such 
as "Alwafd "and "Alaharar".   

The overall result is that MB had a palne that is based on forming 
Muslim individuals to be the core of Muslim family, then Muslim 
society and finally Muslim state. This plane succeeded in achieving 
part of its goals through the increasing religious wave and directing it 
to a political goal which is to public opinion that is ready to vote for 
them in lections (1).  

Moreover, the international and regional atmosphere played a very 
effective role in affecting the voting behavior of voters in favor of MB. 
The ill practices in the name of War on Terrorism in recent years were 
perceived by many as a war on Islam and Muslims, thus religious 

                                                 
1)   For more details about the increasing religious wave in he Egyptian society, the author 

depended on back ground paper prepared by Mr. Slah Eesa, editor in chief of Alqahera 
newspaper , which was discussed through the round table organized by the United Group in 
April 3rd 2006. 
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feelings enhanced in a desire to protect Islamic identity, this desire was 
expressed in supporting Islamic parties in elections held in Egypt and in 
other Arab countries.  

In addition to all these factors, the performance of MB made it very 
qualified to ivets the above mentioned factors in the best possible way. 
During these elections MB was very distinguished in comparison to all 
other powers including the ruling party. Together with the high 
organizational abilities, it was very obvious that MB group studied the 
map of their opponents, the group was also more successful in using 
modern technologies to mobilize voters, and in addition the group also 
merged religious thoughts with social services presented to the poor in 
different constituencies. The group used direct communication with 
people through families, mosques and other associations in which its 
members are very active. During electoral campaigns he group 
motivated public opinion against NDP.       

It is possible to say that MB political management of elections wanted 
to make sure that neither the government nor opposition parties are 
motivated against it, thus the group adopted a slogan "Participation not 
informant" to assure that the are not seeking to get majority of seats, the 
group was very careful not to have nominees in constituencies that 
distinguished governmental or opposition nominees. MB plane was 
very flexible and depended on political maneuver which led their 
candidates to make coalitions with nominees of NDP, its dissidents or 
some opposition nominees. Mb was very successful in using women in 
socialization, and in combating violence actions aiming at preventing 
voters from voting, it is also worth noting the supporters of MB were 
ready to meet violent acts with counter violence(2). 

No doubt that the success of MB achieved in these elections raised 
many questions about the future of parliament and of the reform and 
democratization process as a whole. Specially with the fact that MB's 
opinions on liberties, human rights and civil stat are sometimes not 
clear, specially as regards to applying Islamic laws assuming sometime 
that they contradict with freedom of expression and thinking and with 
the rights of minorities. These opinions drive many persons to warn 

                                                 
2) For more details about the rise of MB look: 
  Nabil Abdul Fattah, "Why Did Muslim Brother Succeed in Elections", Democracy Review, 

volume 21, 2006 AlAhram.  
 Diaa Rashwan, "The Four Reasons Behind The Emergence Of Muslim Brothers And The 

Six Reasons For Their Success", Almasry Alyoum, Issue No. 540, December 12th 2005.  
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that reform will set back. On the other side, MB's wish to protect their 
victory in parliament might lead it to avoid any confrontations with the 
government or thr ruling party, specially that some analysts raised the 
idea of dissolving parliament either with the claim of adopting a new 
electoral law or for political reasons related to the end of the 
investigations of the Court of Cassation in the challenges against the 
membership of large number of MPs. 

The hope to have real reform and democratization process will always 
be related to the well doing of political current parties, enabling new 
parties to be established to remedy the current political imbalance and 
reforming the political equation that makes everybody now either 
subject to the authoritativeness of the ruling party, or authoritativeness 
in the name of religion and religious state. This requires adopting a new 
law for political parties that guarantees the freedom of establishing 
parties and that puts a limit for restrictions that might hinder political 
parties from practicing peaceful activities. Such law will force MB 
group to choose either to remain a missionary movement or to turn into 
a political party that subjects to the same regulations all parties subject 
to. These regulations should protect basic liberties and rights and at the 
same time preserve the civilian identity of the state.  

If opposition parties though it was enough to accuse the ruling party of 
being responsible for their failure or accusing it of making a deal with 
MB, then parties are loosing the last hope they might have to save 
themselves from clinical death they are suffering. These parties 
severely need to rethink their work mechanisms and orientations in 
order to remedy the clear dysfunction in their in their internal 
structures, internal laws and coherence, they also need to evaluate the 
performance of the leaderships and to search for mechanism to revive 
their memberships. This would require these parties to make 
comprehensive change based on democratic principles. 
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Using and Exclusion Women 
These elections witnessed a strong trend to use women especially poor 
ones in addition to these who have criminal records. In this context 
women were used to buy votes, creating fights, terrify voters, and 
forcing judges to close some polling stations specially those devoted to 
women. MB did a very good job using women in supporting nominees 
especially in voting day through collective prayers. Despite that, it is 
possible to say that all the players in the electoral process agreed to 
exclude women from playing any real role in these elections or from 
being represented in parliament. The NDP had only 6 female 
candidates on all its lists that contained 444 candidates, MB had only 
one female candidate among 160 candidates, while all other opposition 
parties presented only 10 female candidates among 222 candidates, 
these female candidates were in Upper Egypt which is still not ready to 
accept women participation in public life.  
The total number of female candidates on the lists of al political powers 
in the 2005 elections was 17, with a sharp decrease from their number 
in the 2000 elections which witnessed the participation of 32 female 
candidates on the lists of al political powers.   
But 111 ladies ran in these elections as independents after all parties 
gave up on them, this means that the total number of female candidates 
in the 2005 elections is 128 with a slight increase from their number in 
2000 which witnessed the participation of 114 female candidates(3) .  
In many constituencies, female candidates were victims for different 
forms of violence and threats, and at the end only four of them 
managed to win, while in 2000 the number of winner female candidates 
was 7.  
All these problems reflect the problem of lack democratic political 
culture that reinforce political participation and enhances the values of 
equality and respecting pluralism and refuses discrimination based on 
gender or on religion. As only one Coptic candidate won from 52, 26 of 
whom were in Cairo while 9 were in Alexandria, 8 in Almenia and 9 in 
Assuit(4).  

                                                 
3   )    For more details look: 

Dr. Gehad Awda and others, "Door to the desert: the 2000 Egyptian parliamentary 
elections" The United Group, Cairo, 2001. 
Nehad Abul komsan, "climbing on women's bodies: a report about women in the 2005 
Egyptian parliamentary elections ", The Egyptian Center for Women's Rights, Cairo 2005. 

 

4)    Dr. Ragy Michel, "the Unrepresented categories and elections based on national lists", 
Democracy Review, volume 21, 2006 AlAhram.     
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Money effect and the privatization of violence 
The past elections witnessed a retreat of competitiveness based on 
platforms, thoughts, visions and political orientations. This was 
confirmed at one hand though the bad conditions of political parties and 
through the domination of religious slogans on the other hand. But the 
decreasing value of political dimensions in elections must attribute to 
the rise of the role of businessmen who tend to compete in elections in 
order to be in nearer place to the political elite, this trend was supported 
by the policies of the ruling regime which tried to guarantee the support 
of businessmen for its economic policies. According to some reports, 
40% of the nominees in the past parliamentary election were one way 
or another classified as businessmen.  

The intensive existence of this wealthy class was companioned with 
domination of money on the electoral process which became a large 
market for buying and selling votes, in addition to the emergence of the 
phenomenon of "privatization of violence" through hiring a large 
number of violent professionals in many constituencies.  

In fact it is not possible to separate such phenomena from the declining 
role of parliament members in favor for the social and service role, or 
from the bad economic conditions, unemployment, poverty and the 
state trend to retreat from social life. In this regard, it might be 
important to refer to the fact that 3% of Egyptian population (that is 
more that 2 million persons) is classified as the poorest population who 
are unable to meet the most important needs(5).Studies also refer to the 
fact that the share of middle and poor classes of Egyptian GDP is 
decreasing; as the poorest 10 % population get only 3.7% of the 
national GDP, while the richest 10% get about 29.5% according to 
2000 estimations .     

Studies also assure that unemployment rate increased greatly in the past 
25 years, according o formal statistics 99% of unemployed persons are 
youth of 15-40 years of age(6). There is no doubt that the existence of 
millions of unemployed poor youth is considered a real threaten 
specially in periods of sociopolitical tensions, the absences of social 
justice  and the increase of corruption are all factors that lead youth to 

                                                 
5    ) Look UNDP, National Planning Institute, and Human Development Repot- Egypt- 2005.  
 

6)     Dr. Ahmed Annagar, "Facts of Poverty and Economic Marginalization in Egypt and How 
to Fight It", paper submitted to the forth conference on the future of reform and change in 
Egypt, HRRAP, 20-21 November 2005.    
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more frustration which leads them to violent as a reaction fo economic 
coercion and social marginalization.  
Thus money was considered a very effective weapon in the outgoing 
elections, through transforming the poorest classes into violence 
professionals or traders of votes. 

Marginalized women played a significant role in these elections either 
trough intensive existence in polling centers to sell their votes or 
through practicing violent acts. It might be important in this regard to 
assure that occupies a very low status as regards to gender 
empowerment; as it was the 75 among 87 states according to the report 
of UNDP for 2004. And in a study conducted by the International 
Economic forum in 2005, Egypt came in the last position among 58 
countries all over the world in terms of gender empowerment(7).  

In the shade of the above-mentioned factors it might be possible to 
explain the emergence of hired violence and the increase of violence all 
over the country although in previous elections it did not exceed 
constituencies on Upper Egypt and it was related to family and tribal 
reasons. 

It is also of relevance to mention that the speed transform to market 
economy through the past decades was companioned by a very slow 
sociopolitical transformation to liberalism; parental culture still prevails 
the society which is still affected by a traditional undemocratic culture 
that refuses the other and that tend to violence when there is a 
contradiction of interests or of thoughts. With the historical experience 
of faking elections in mind, he official promises of conducting fair 
elections were not enough to ease the fears of the opposition parties; 
that might be the reason why some of them used violence in the 
elections to protect themselves against possible police intervention. The 
increase of using violence, might also be explained in the shade of fact 
that police forces did not do their job in combating the limited clashes 
that happened during the first round of elections some times in favor of 
NDP candidates, in a way that encouraged the emergence of counter 
violence from other nominees. 

It is possible to say that the increase and privatization of violence 
during elections and in the Egyptian society in general, is related to a 
number of factors, such as: 

                                                 
7 )     Human Development Repot- Egypt- 2005. 
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1- The tendency of the state to delegate some of its powers to 
certain individuals, in order to avoid the possible national and 
international criticism for violent practices. The most obvious 
example in this regard is the use of violence professionals under 
the supervision of police forces in the referendum conducted 
about the amendment of article 76 of the constitution.  

It should be noted that state devises have a history of giving the 
authority to make violent actions to which they think is convenient 
from groups or forces, such as the arming of some Islamic groups and 
allowing them to assault lifts in universities in seventies, which means 
that we are not facing anew phenomenon except for aspects of size, 
expanding, and negative effects. 

2- the conflict between ruling elites opened the door to different 
parties to use whatever they posses of means and instruments 
such as money, violence, local administrative devises, and local 
security devises and this is with regard to that if a nominee's 
power is measured by the number of votes he takes, these votes 
can not be gathered by publicity for a certain program or idea but 
by using money, violence, powers, and tribal relations…..etc. 
thus leaving the matter to the competition between nominees 
means allowing them to use all means they posses on which top 
is money and violence. 

It is possible that the rising conflict between rolling elates oblige state 
devises to be neutral towards violent actions, especially when the 
competition inside constituencies is between nominees on the lists of 
the rolling party or outsiders who can be took back into the party if they 
won the voting.   

3- The backwardness of performance in different state institutions 
in general, in a way that negatively affected the quality of 
services they present include security services, this situation led 
rich persons to try to provide this service for themselves through 
bodyguards and private security systems. This means that people 
might have to use violence in order to protect themselves or to 
get their rights.     

4- The scope of violence expands with the expansion of the scope 
of those who benefit from it. Egyptian MPs have always 
depended on presenting services rather than performing their 
legislative and oversight duties, recently they tended to present 
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these services to a limited number of voters. But with the 
increasing numbers of individuals, who need these services, such 
persons became reedy to do any thing to prove their loyalty and 
that they deserve to receive whatever the MP is willing to give.  
MPs tended to give money to their supporters in stead of 
services, while supporters tended to accept to do any thing to get 
the money, with the increase of poverty, the need to this kind of 
supporters increases, and with the increase of their numbered the 
need for them increases….etc.  

5- Violence is increasing because its consistency with the dominant 
culture which is characterized by a lot of violence and prejudice, 
this culture can be originated in the inheriting of family or tribe 
prejudice. Another reason for the presence of this culture is 
political Islam which gave violence some religious legitimately, 
and encouraged making change by using violence instead of 
organized group work. Thus it wasn't coincidence that all 
victories of political Islam were based on this divertive logic that 
begins with gathering powers and preparing then ends with 
attacking or achieving victories by turning-over every thing. 
Thus it wasn't of any significance also that many monitoring 
organizations and newspapers referred in their reports to how 
well prepared the Muslim brothers protagonists were in 
confronting polices forces as well as violence professionals.  

6- Delayed justice and looking to reach it outside state devises, 
even that taking a right any citizen thinks he have doesn’t 
necessary occur through state devises. Justice became very slow 
that people couldn’t wait for it to happen anyway. For ordinary 
people and middle social class conflicts are resolved through 
customary arbitration and familial sessions, whereas in upper 
social class people turn to violence in solving their financial or 
commercial conflicts. 

The stat and all its security devises sees that violence in the Egyptian 
society still under control, this may be true up till now not because of 
its limited amount but because violence happens in many cases with 
motivation from the stat itself and under its supervision to achieve 
certain goals. 

Although this ultimate confidence in keeping violence under control is 
not justified and can be of a high price if things became out of control, 
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an example for this could be seen the assassination of the late president 
el sadat when the whole national stability was threatened on the hands 
of groups were armed and used by the state itself in the first place. 

Another example is obvious in what happened in some eras of Upper 
Egypt when the families which were armed on the stat's hands to chase 
what's left of terrorist groups were the same families which expanded in 
planting drugs and used their weapons to face the state and impairs it in 
el nekhela and other places. 

There is no doubt that the worst lesson we took from the last elections 
is the one saying that the success of Muslim brothers in this elections is 
referred to the way they used to organize themselves to be more like a 
militia to face the stat's direct and in direct violence, it seemed very 
clear that success in the elections didn't depend only on money in 
which the Muslim brothers competed with the stat and it's party but 
also on using force and violence(8). This makes any depending on the 
statement that says "violence is under control" will have serious 
consequents in the future.              

Incomplete judicial supervision: 
Finally we should emphasis on the fact that elections showed judges' 
ability to do their responsibility in terms of the authority that have been 
given to them inside the polling centers despite all difficulties, 
insulting, and threatening which they were exposed to. And they 
succeeded in gaining both voters' and nominees' trust in addition to the 
respect of public opinion which monitored closely the heroic role they 
performed in the exposure of all irregularities on public and insisting on 
not faking the voters' willing under their supervision. 
In this context the elections demonstrated that it was possible to avoid 
lot of the challenges in the integrity of elections if the demands of 
judges and civil society organizations were met by giving the ultimate 
supervision on the electing process to judges, preventing executive 
power from interfering in their affaires, and reinforcing immunity of 
judiciary with anew low for judicial authority to insure it's financial and 
administrative independency and to keep judges away from executive 
power pressures which were so hard that some judges were referred to 
investigations over their statements about many irregularities, they also 

                                                 
8    ) The paper depended on a back ground paper prepared by Mr. fared zahran director of "El 

Mahrosa" center, the paper was discussed in the round table that took place on the third of 
April.     
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detected in these statements the incomplete functioning of higher 
committee of elections in providing necessary protection for them and 
insuring the voters right to vote. 
Moreover they exposed many paradoxes in the counting process results 
in some constituencies such as Damnhour. 
There is no doubt that the insisting of executive power on dominating 
the specialties that should be in the hands of judges within supervision 
on election increases the possibility of clash between executive power 
and judiciary power, especially in consideration to what the last 
parliamentary elections demonstrated of ignoring many decisions state 
council about the farness of electoral process or voter registration, and 
what's required according to this of eliminating names of voters who 
were registered collectively, or adding names that wasn't registered for 
any reason. In reality the administration stopped the electing procedure 
or repeated it based on judicial decisions in six constituencies only 
among many others in which administrative courts decided that results 
were null, and ordered with repeating the election in most of them 
based on making them with no regard to the judicial decisions these 
courts made because of the integrity of nomination procedures or 
affiliations of some nominees or because of eliminating some nominees 
despite the presence of all conditions for nominating in them. 
What's left to say is that protecting the respectable status and neutrality 
of the Egyptian judiciary power and preventing possible clash between 
it and executive power requires either meeting judges' legitimate 
demands of supervising on the whole electoral process and 
independency from executive power so that the judicial group doesn’t 
take the burden of formal or partial supervision on elections then finds 
itself obliged to prove it's innocence even if this was seen as 
involvement in political life. 
Or pardoning them from the whole task, this requires starting from now 
managing a democratic socio-political dialogue to establish anew 
electoral system that aims at making a dependent entity to demonstrate 
general elections. 
In both cases it's necessary that the government and its party have a real 
political willing to perform elections to be characterized with integrity, 
neutrality, and providing fair opportunity for every competent in it. 
Is it possible that such political will be available in the near future? We 
do hope so. 


